
Target 

Name 

Description 

All water depths quoted are in Chart Datum.  

Kish 1 

 

Grid Position: 338800E  229960N 

This target lies in approximately 21m water depth on a seabed characterised 

by sandwaves. The magnetometer values remain unchanged around this 

target. This target does not have any potential impact on the proposed 

positions of turbines. 

Kish 2 

 

Grid Position: 337320E  229875N 

This target lies in approximately 3.5m water depth.  

There is no change in the magnetometer readings around this target. 

It plots 50m west of the planned position for T2 and so this turbine may have 

to be moved. 

 

Kish 1 

Kish 2 

Kish 3 

 

 

Grid Position:  K ish 3A  337320E  228970N 

                          Kish 3B  337820E  228920N 

These two targets lie in approximately 8.4m water depth. There appears to be 

a s light  change in magnetometer readings. 

These plot approximately 150 – 170m North-West  of the proposed posit ion of 

T13. The general exclusion zone is in the region of 100m. 

Kish 4 

 

Grid Position:  338315E  227705N 

Lies in approximately 7m water depth. There is no change in the magnetic 

signature. Its  possible that  it may be debris of some kind, possibly eve n from 

lobster fishing. 

 

Kish 3A 
 

Kish  3B 
 

Kish5 

 

Grid Position:  337930E  227565N 

This corresponds with a Known Wreck (W01572) from the DOEHLG fi les. It 

appears to be lying in 5m water depth. This wreck is called the Glenorchy and 

dates back to 01/01/1869. According to the DOEHLG records it became a 

wreck on its maiden voyage from Greenock to Bombay. Its cargo was coal 

and railway sleepers. There is a noticeable reaction from the magnetometer.  

An exclusion zone has been annotated around this target on the interpretation 

chart.  

There does not appear to be any impact to any planned Turbines. 

 

 

Kish 5 – 
Known 
Wreck 
W01572 

Kish 6 

 

Grid Position: 338490E  226810N. 

This target  lies in approximately 5m water depth. There was no change in t he 

magnet ic  signature. However it plots approximately 160mto the South-West 

of a Known Wreck (W01594). Based on this an exclusion zone has been 

annotated around these targets.  

T33 plots approximately 100m west  of the bottom left of this exclusion zone 

and T34 plots approximately 20m west of bot tom right  hand corner. These 

should pose no potential impact. 

 

W01594 Vesper 13/01/1876. 10 year old iron screw steamer. Became 

stranded on the Kish bank. Vessel broke up.  

Kish 7 

 
Grid Position:  Kish 7A 339000E  226515N 

                          Kish 7B 339005E  226385N 

No change in the magnetic signature. These targets lies in 18 – 19m water 

depth . There does not appear to be any impact on any planned turbines. 

 

Kish 7A          
Kish 7B 

Kish 14 

 
Grid Positions:  Kish 14A 338850E  222745N 

                            Kish 14B 338886E  222730N 

No reaction from magnetometer. Lying in 13.8m water depth. No impact on 

any planned turbines. 

 

Kish 14B    Kish14A 

Kish 15 

 

Grid Position:  339155E  221560N 

Lying in approximate ly 14.5m water depth. There appears to be a slight 

change in magnetometer readings. However there are no Turbines planned for 

this area. 

 

 

 

Kish 15 

Kish 16 

Grid Positions:  Kish 16A  339864E  220700N 

                            Kish 16B  340005E  220764N 

Lying in water depths between 4.0m to 5.1M. There appears to be no reaction 

from the magnetometer in this region. 

Nearest planned turbine is approx 160m to the North-West 

 

Kish 16A                          Kish 16B 

Kish 17 

 

Grid Position:  340365E  218395N 

No change in magnetometer readings and no turbines are planned near it.  

Lying in 22.5 to 23m. 

 

Kish 17 

Kish 18 

 

Grid position:  341243E  218096N   

A height of this target has been measured based on calculat ions performed 

w ithin the processing program. This object is estimated to have a height of 

2.7m. It is lying in 33m water depth. There was no reaction observed from the 

magnetometer. 

 

There is no planned turbines anywhere near this target. 

Kish 19 

 

Grid Position:  340315E  217045N 

In 15.6m water depth. No change in magnetometer readings. No planned 

turbines anywhere near this target . 

 

Kish 18 

Kish 19 

Kish 21 

 

Grid Position : 340495E  215765N 

Lying in 23m water depth there was no react ion from the magnetometer.  The 

nearest planned turbine is 140m NE of this target. 

 

Kish 21 

Kish 20 

 

Grid Positions:  Kish 20A  340400E  216889N 

                            Kish 20B  340400E  216917N 

Lying in 19.8 to 23m water depth. The nearest planned turbine is T117 which 

plots approximately 180m west of this target. This would be further than the 

nominal 100m exclusion zone.  

 

 

Kish 20A    Kish 20B 

Kish 22 

 
Grid Position: 339590E  214227N 

Lying in 16.5m water depth. There was no change in the magnetic signature 

around this target. It plots 40m north-east of T137. It is possible that this 

turbine location will have to change. 

 

Kish 23 

 

Grid Position:  339566E  213877N 

In 19.0m water depth. No change in the magnetic signature. No planned 

turbines in the vicinity of this target and so should not be impacted upon. 

 

Kish 8 

Grid Position: Middle of Wreck 338440E  226120N. Lies in approximately 

7.7m water depth.  

Kish 13 

 

Grid Position:  337605E  223985N 

Water depth 21m, no reaction from the magnetometer. The planned locat ion of 

T56 is approximate ly 35m east of t his t arget and so has a potential to impact 

and needs to be adjusted. 

 

Kish 13 

Kish 12 

 
Grid Position: 337724E  224260N. Lies in 20m water depth. There w as no 

reac tion from the magnetometer. There are no turbines planned in this location.  

 

Kish 12 

Kish 11 

 

Grid Position:  337671E  224527N 

No reaction from the magnetometer. Lying in approximat ely 19m of water. The 

proposed posit ion of T51 is 100m to the North-East of this target. 

 

Kish 11 

Kish 10 

Grid Positions:  Kish 10A 339400E  225170N 

                           Kish 10B  339434E  225145N 

                           Kish 10C  339575E  225150N 

An exclusion zone  has been put around these ta rge ts. They lie in water depths 

ranging from 18 to 25m.  

There may be a possible impact  on the posit ioning of T50. 

 

Kish 10A   Kish 10B   Kish 10C   
 

Kish 9 

 

Grid Posit ion: 338490E  225519N. 

This target plots on the position given for Known Wreck W01629.  

I t lies in 7.8m wat er dept h. An exclusion zone has been annotat ed around this 

target.  

The nearest t urbine, T43 plot s approximately 25m to the north of the edge of 

this zone, so should pose no potential impact. 

 

W01629, unknown name remains of a  300-400 ton wooden vessel. Pottery, clay 

pipes, iron pots, anchors, a  capstan and winch were  recorded on the wreck sit e. 

May be  Sir Charles Napier.  

There was no noticeable react ion from the magnetometer in the vicinity of this 

target. 

 

Kish 9 

 
View of wreck from the adjacent survey l ine. 

 

There also appears to be a number of smal ler targets that plot in the vicinity of this 

wreck. These have all been anno tated on the interpretat io n charts. An exclusio n zone 

has  been annotated o n the charts also to encompass all these targets.  

There is also  a significant  response from the magnetometer. 

It would appear more than likely that  these are al l related to the Known Wreck 
W01630. The name of this is unknown and it  dates around the mid-19th century. It i s 
described as a wooden wreck discovered in 2003. The wreck is  
upside down. The hu ll is co pper sheeted, and so wo uld cause a s ignificant response 

from the mag netometer. There is pottery st rewn around this which is probably what  

all the little targets are and why there is no change in magnet ic signature at these 

points. 

 

This suggests that  the recorded posit io n o f this wreck may need to  be adjusted.  

 

Based on the exclusion zone and targets the proposed locat ion for T38 needs  to be 
changed. 






